Cocaine Anonymous

PETITION FOR A DISTRICT OR GROUP TO CHANGE AN AREA

NOTE: A District or Group seeking approval to change Areas by the World Service Conference must submit a completed Petition for a District or Group to Change Areas. If you cannot provide the information within the space enclosed, please attach separate documents or information as necessary.

1. Have two thirds of all the GSR’s from the District or two thirds of the members of the Group, approved this petition in person or in writing?

2. Reasons or needs to change Areas: (attach separate sheet if necessary)

3. Attach a map and written description of the Area’s geographical division of the District or Group as they will exist if an Area change is allowed.

4. Total population in proposed changed to Area:

5. Total population in old Area:

6. C.A. population in proposed changed to Area:

7. C.A. population in old Area:

8. Number of C.A. Groups in proposed changed to Area: (attach meeting schedule)

9. Number of C.A. Groups remaining in old Area: